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BONT CYCLING 
The Helix road shoe features a proprietary cable integration closure system that adjusts 
with a BOA dial and goes into the upper, all around the shoe, through the carbon chassis 
and back through the other side of the upper. The single BOA dial simplifies funcfion 
for quick and easy on-the-fly adjustments, while the continuous wiring spreads the load 
for a secure hold without pressure points. The shoe also features a unidirectional carbon 
sole, a TPU ventilated toe protector, and Durolite upper and tongue. Bont is distributed in 
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WHEELS 
MANUFACTURING 
The BB-TOOL-48-44 is a double-sided 
socket tool for installing and removing 
both 48.5-millimeter and 44-millimeter 
16-notch bottom bracket cups. Compat
ible with all Wheels Manufacturing bot
tom brackets, the socket is machined for 
half-inch drive, but a /̂s-inch to half-inch 
adapter is included for use with /̂s-inch 
drive torque wrenches. The 48.5-
millimeter pattern matches up with 
Wheels Manufacturing bottom brack
ets and some FSA MegaEVO bottom 
brackets, while the 44-millimeter side 
matches Wheels Manufacturing bottom 
brackets and outboard-bearing bottom 
brackets from Shimano, FSA MegaEXO 
and SRAM/Truvafiv. 
Suggested retail: $49 
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PLANET BIKE 
Planet Bike has released a rechargeable version of the Grateful Red tail light. The new 
version is powered by a 700 mAh lithium polymer rechargeable battery and delivers run 
times of up to 30 hours. For added safety. Planet Bike has integrated a CPSC-certified 
reflector in the lens. It's tested to the Consumer Product Safety Commission's 16 CFR 
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SALTSTICK 
SaltStick has introduced reusable 
and resealable packaging for its 
chewable electrolyte product. Fast-
chews. They are the only chewable 
tablets formulated to closely re
semble the electrolyte profile lost in 
sweat: sodium, potassium, calcium 
and magnesium. The ingredients are 
non-GMO, gluten-free, vegefarian 
and fat-free, wifh natural stevia used 
as a sweetener. Flavors: Tart Orange 
and Zesty Lemon-Lime. 
Suggested retail: 
$3 (10-count zipper packet), 
$15 (60-count bottle) 
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